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FOREWORD 
The papers in this record examine the problems related to roadway pricing. Legal 
issues, collection problems, and parking taxes are discussed. 

The first paper examines legal issues-federal statutes, court decisions, state 
statutes, and local ordinances-involved in congestion pricing. The author focuses on 
2 schemes: placing a commuter tax on central city streets and adjusting bridge tolls 
to meet congestion pricing goals. One conclusion drawn by the author is that the 
federal prohibition against tolling on federally aided roads is not an obstacle to taxing 
city street use. 

The second paper discusses methods for restraining city traffic by pricing. A 
variety of methods and systems of localized pricing are examined including an elec
tronic point-pricing system; a pattern of zones with peak and off-peak prices for 
crossing the cordons around them; and parking charges, which could be varied accord
ing to location and time of day. To compare the performance of different pricing 
systems the author suggests that a model similar to those presently in use in traffic 
and public transport studies be used with some modifications. The author suggests 
that a simulation model be run through the computer to set standard levels and match 
individual costs with marginal social costs all over the network. 

The third paper examines the collection problems associated with congestion pric
ing and the use of automatic vehicle identification (A VI). The author discusses devel
opments in AVI, which is like an electronic license plate, with a transponder (a small 
device carried on a vehicle) and an interrogator (an electronic element in or near the 
roadway). AVI technology offers greater fairness and responsiveness in allocating 
road-use charges than can be obtained with other means existing today. If gas tax 
revenues decrease because of the scarcity and high cost of gasoline supply and the in
troduction of new forms of energy, A VI can fill an important need in maintaining 
equitable taxation for road use. 

The fourth paper discusses a time-calibrated self-canceling ticket (timer-ticket) 
for collecting motor vehicle user charges. The paper emphasizes that the adminis
trative simplicity of timer-tickets and their ease of sale are profitable to local 
governments. The last part of this paper discusses the categories in which these 
timer-tickets may be used: overnight parking, where charges are low and parking 
long term; historic area parking, where aesthetic considerations rule out street hard
ware; toll collecting; and congestion pricing. 

The fifth paper presents an after the fact analysis of the effects of a 25 percent 
parking tax that was in effect in San Francisco from October 1, 1970, to June 30, 
1972. The author develops parking price elasticity estimates for various types of 
parking facilities. 

iv 



LEGAL ISSUES SURROUNDING ROADWAY PRICING 
ON CITY STREETS AND BRIDGES 
Rosanne

0

J, Coit, The Urban Institute, Washington, D.C. 

Economists and transportation planners have been talking for years about 
congestion pricing of roads and bridges, primarily to ration traffic and 
secondarily to produce revenue. Most of the research in this field has cen
tered on the technological options for carrying out pricing schemes and 
their effect on the motoring public. Little has been said about the legal 
issues of congestion pricing-federal statutes, court decisions, state stat
utes, and local ordinances. This paper focuses on the legal issues of two 
schemes: placing a commuter tax on central city streets and adjusting 
bridge tolls to meet congestion pricing goals. It suggests that, in spite of 
federal regulations, substantial power to implement congestion pricing lies 
unused. 

•ASK a highway builder what he or she thinks about roadway pricing and you are likely 
to get a response that is not enthusiastic-roadway pricing is seen as contrary to pro
viding unlimited mobility. Ask what he or she thinks about road tolling and you will be 
told that it is illegal. 

TAXING CITY STREET USE 

Legal Obstacles: Real or Illusory? 

Road tolling is illegal only if you are talking about roads built with federal money. 
Section 301 of Title 23 of the United states Code (23 U.S.C. §301) set forth in 1916 the 
federal highway laws of the nation: "All roads constructed under provision of this title 
shall be free from tolls of all kinds." The section 301 prohibition against tolling ( with 
some exceptions for bridges and tunnels) remains in force today on all federally aided 
roads, despite the timeliness and attractiveness of roadway pricing as a clean air strategy, 
a traffic rationing device, and a revenue producer. This flat prohibition might be enough 
to make some pricing enthusiasts want to pack their briefcases and go home. But the ap
parently certain refusal to allow tolling on roads built with federal aid should not be 
taken literally. The law is not so simple nor so discouraging to road pricing as it might 
first appear. 

The conditions placed in the 1916 legislation on the granting of federal aid are inter
esting. The money was to be used only for construction of rural post roads. Cities 
of more than 2,500 people were ineligible, except for certain undeveloped areas. Yet, 
despite increasing urbanization of the nation and twice-daily traffic crushes for city 
dwellers, the prohibition against tolling still holds, affecting a federal highway program 
that has changed drastically in nature and scope. 

Many toll roads exist today. Most were built as intercity routes just before the de
velopment of the Interstate system. Toll financing was chosen because federal- and 
state-aid systems of the time did not meet the expense of construction. There has been 
only one attempt to modify or remove the section 301 prohibition from the federal high
way laws. In the first session of the 92nd Congress, Rep. Les Aspin (D.-WiscJ intro
duced H.R. 9813, which would have allowed cities of more than 200,000 to impose tolls 
on segments of the Interstate system within their boundaries. The money was to be 
used for public transit. The bill died in committee. 

1 
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The Courts' Construction of Section 301 

The r.01,rts normally 1·ef11sP. to ovP.rturn, except on constitutional grouµds, a statutory 
law. Judge-made law (case law), though, is overturned or remade witl10ut such reluc
tance. Notwithstanding judicial reluctance to remake statutory law, the courts do in
terpret statutes to give them varying degrees of effect. Roscoe Pound described this 
as ranging from "receiving the law not only as a rule to be applied but a principle from 
which to reason, 11 to "refusing to reason from it by analogy and apply it directly only ... 
give to it a strict and narrow interpretation, holding it down rigidly to those cases which 
it covers expressly" (1). In another article on statutory interpretation, Karl Llewellyn 
noted a difficulty that The courts seem to have encountered in the construction of section 
301: ''Increasingly as a statute gains in age, its language is called upon to deal with 
circumstances utterly uncontemplated at the time of its passage." In such a situation, 
the court seeks to enforce not merely the sense intended at the time of passage, but the 
sense that "can be quarried out of it in the light of the new situation" (2). 

state governments and the courts had to face years ago the dampening effect of sec
tion 301 on the states' ability to raise money for road maintenance. Judicial interpre
tation narrowed section 301 considerably. Today, as the side effects of automobile use 
raise serious problems for governments at all levels, the antitolling provision must 
again be interpreted in the light of changing circumstances. Possibly, pressure may 
mount to delete the section from the law. 

Tolls Prohibited- User Taxes Allowed 

The problem originally caused by section 301 for state and local governments was 
that of money to maintain the roads. The federal-aid highway program has always left 
to the states the task of securing funds for road maintenance. state legislatures, in the 
early 1900s, enacted various types of fees or taxes based on the operation of automo
biles and common carriers on public roads. These included gasoline taxes, vehicle 
registration fees, fees on businesses operating common carriers, and taxes on the mile
age and revenues of common carriers. 

Individuals and businesses, to avoid payment of these fees and taxes, challenged their 
validity in the courts, contending that the state statutes violated the antitolling provision 
of the federal highway law. Through the adjudication of more than a dozen cases in the 
late 1920s and early 1930s, the courts without exception upheld the specific fees and user 
taxes in question, as not constituting tools within the meaning of section 301 (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16). Later, in a case in New York State, the courts dec1dedthat 
tolls are allowable on roads built with federal aid if the state has arranged to repay the 
federal government (31). Although these cases related specifically to the validity of the 
fees, the courts in general language affirmed the right and duty of the states to main
tain public roads for the people and to demand recompense for the use of the roads. 

These cases are interesting today, because they represent the only series of judicial 
interpretation of the states' ability to levy user charges on federally aided roads since 
the passage of the Federal Highway Act. The precedents they set outline the boundaries 
for determining what user charges on federal roads will be allowable. The user charges 
in this series of cases were passed by state legislatures primarily for raising money to 
maintain the roads. Some of the decisions are based on the states' need to raise revenue 
to fulfill their maintenance obligations (14). The road pricing measures being considered 
today, though, are for rationing or regulating use. Although some court decisions would 
allow general regulation of road use with reference to raising revenue, to the extent 
that earlier courts were influenced by revenue needs, the outcome might be different 
to ay. 

Legal Difference Between Toll and Tax 

We have seen the courts allow user taxes for the maintenance of public roads. Sup
pose that a city wished to impose a commuter tax on motorists entering the congested 
downtown area during peak hours. If such a tax were imposed and were challenged in 
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court as violating section 301, would the courts reach a similar holding of its validity? 
The answer to that question maybe found in the courts' reasoning in the referenced cases. 

Consider how the courts have defined toll. The Florida Supreme Court in Cahoon v. 
Smith (12) found the state mileage tax not a toll, "it not being collected for mere pas
sage over the roads and exacted when and as the privilege of passage is exerci sed." 
The Georgia Supreme Court in Inter - City Coach Lines v. Har rison (13) r easoned the 
mileage tax cannot be a toll "in the commonly accepted sense of a proprietor's charge 
for the passage over a highway or bridge exacted when and as the privilege of passage 
is exercised." And the New Hampshire Supreme Court in one of the narrowest construc
tions of the word toll said in Tirrell v. Johnson (16), "The only charges prohibited by 
the federal statute are tolls in the accepted senseof a proprietor's charge for passage 
over a highway or bridge exacted when and as the privilege is exercised." 

So, congestion pricing to charge the user on the spot at toll booths probably is not 
allowable on federal roads. However, two collection methods-automatic vehicle identi
fication (AVI) and self-canceling tickets-might be allowable because collection is sepa
rate from time of passage. The AVI system monitors cars in designated areas by elec
tronic devices and sends bills to users at the end of the month. The ticket system re
quires prepurchase of tickets to be displayed on automobile windshields in designated 
areas. 

The courts also acknowledged that a large percentage of the roads for which the 
maintenance fees were collected were not federally aided and that there is no statutory 
prohibition against tolling on nonfederally aided roads. In the 20 largest cities in the 
United states, the percentage of road-miles built entirely with state and local funds 
ranges from 76.8 percent in Cleveland to 94. 7 percent in Los Angeles-Long Beach ( 17). 

Authority to Tax City streets Comes From state 

So, it is possible to devise a tax on city street use and a method of collecting it that 
would not violate the federal highway law. But who has legal authority to impose the 
tax? Rep. Aspin's bill would have allowed certain cities to impose tolls on their seg
ments of Interstate highways. This bill, without additional legislation from the states, 
though, could not have granted authority to these cities to collect tolls. The 10th 
amendment to the U.S. Constitution, in granting to the states all powers not spe
cifically delegated to the federal government, gives the states exclusive power to decide 
what taxes will be collected within their jurisdictions. The power of a city to impose a 
tax, including a tax for road use, must come from the state. (A commuter tax in Wash
i ngton, D.C., would have to be authorized by the House District Committee, in its role 
as substitute for the state legislature .> 

States sometimes give certain cities broad taxing powers, and, in at least 2 large U.S. 
cities, authority to impose a city road-use tax probably has been delegated. The vehicle 
and traffic law of the state of New York [section 1642(4)] permits the city of New York 
to charge tolls, taxes, fees, licenses, or permits for highway use when so authorized 
by law. The authorizing legislation would be an amendment to existing local law ex
panding the powers of a city agency to collect a commuter tax. A 1970 revision of the 
Illinois state constitution gave Chicago partial home rule in the selection of revenue de
vices. Revenue cannot be raised by taxes on income or occupations. Home rule units 
otherwise have complete taxiJ1g powers . The Chicago city council could apparently en
act a commuter tax if it so desi red (18). 

Equal Protection Problem 

Whom to tax and whom to exclude is an important administrative problem because it 
raises the issue of equal protection under the law. City authorities might want to ex
empt various classes of vehicles from a use tax. Police, fire, and other emergency 
vehicles might be excluded. Buses and other public transit vehicles might also be ex
cluded to encourage transit ridership. Owners of commercial vehicles serving the 
central city would probably argue for exemption on the basis of necessity. The problem 
is where to draw the line. 

This problem is illustrated by the fate of a recent Arlington County, Virginia, ordi-
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nance that banned on-str eet parking during worlting hours in Crystal City except for res
idents (19). A s tate court held the ordinance invalid as violating the due process clause 
in the 14th amendment of the U.8. Constitution, which states: "No state shall deprive 
any person of life, liberty or property without due process of law; nor deny to any per
son within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws." Laws containing exemptions 
must have a reasonable justification for the differing treatment in terms of the purpose 
of the law. The exemption of Crystal City residents from the parking ban, said the 
Virginia court, "bears no reasonable or rational relationship to the quality of the air, 
the noise level, the visibility, or the general safety in the area. The requirement that 
a permit holder be a resident of the area is an unreasonable classification when viewed 
in the light of the objectives of the ordinance." 

But, in another case contesting classifications in a local traffic ordinance, the New 
York State court and the U.S. Supreme Court held differently (20). The ordinance al
lowed delivery vehicles to carry display advertising of the products of the vehicle owner 
only. An express company whose vehicles carried advertising for other companies con
tested the classification, alleging denial of equal protection of the laws. In refusing to 
invalidate the classification, the Supreme Court said, "We would be trespassing on one 
of the most intensely local and specialized of all municipal problems if we held that this 
regulation [and its classificationl had no relation to the traffic problem of New York 
City. It is the judgment of the local authorities that it does have such a relation." The 
Court thus deferred to local judgment that there was a valid purpose for the classification. 

But, if one class of persons or vehicles is to be exempted from the road-use tax, 
there must be a valid state purpose capable of being demonstrated for the exemption, no 
matter how much courts defer to local judgment. If there is not, the tax might be struck 
down as violating the equal protection clause. It is easy to prove a valid state purpose 
for exempting police, fire, and possible buses from the road-use tax. Exemptions for 
taxis and other commercial vehicles might be more difficult to justify. 

Burden on Interstate Commerce 

Article I, section 8, clause 3 of the U.S. Constitution, the commerce clause, pro
vides that the Congress shall have the power to regulate interstate commerce. Al
though this clause neither extends to the states nor takes from them the power to tax 
interstate commerce, courts have upheld the states' right to tax interstate commerce 
when consistent with national objectives. 

The primary objective of the commerce clause is protecting the free flow of com
merce from state to state. But in each case where an unfair burdening of interstate 
commerce is alleged, the courts apply a balancing test. They measure the detriment 
to the national interest and the difficulty in complying with the r egulation against the 
merit of the state interest (21). For example, if it were found that the interfer ence 
with interstate commerce was more important than the need to raise revenue, the use 
tax system could be struck down as being an unconstitutional burden on interstate com
merce. 

Generally, the courts will give a more sympathetic reading to state statutes that 
seek to further health, safety, or social welfare interests than to state statutes that 
seek to protect local economic interests (22). On this basis, taxing congested city 
streets would be acceptable, because the purpose would be to further health, safety, 
and social welfare interests. Local economic benefits would be a side effect, not a 
purpose of the tax. However, a state regulation that has as its purpose the protection 
of local health , safety, or welfare could be struck down if it were found to impose an 
unr.easonable-bur.de1d 2 1,-23,-2.4L Also.,--5tate-regulations-will-be-held-inv.alid-unde1'-the 
commerce clause if they discnminate against interstate commerce in favor of intra
state commerce (2 5, 2 6). 

The due process requirement has been interpreted by the courts to mean that there 
must be "sufficient contacts" between the taxing state and the commerce taxed to justify 
the charge. If there are sufficient contacts, the commerce is said to have a "taxable 
situs"; an agency is said to have a taxable situs in a state if it receives benefits or pro
tection from the taxing state (27). 
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Do trucks carrying goods into or through a metropolitan area where there is a use 
tax have a taxable situs in the state or states traveled through? The benefits received 
by commercial vehicles traveling into or through the area differ from the benefits re
ceived by workers or shoppers who use the roads. However, the benefits to commer
cial entities from use of city streets are real and cannot be completely paid for by state 
gasoline taxes and other such charges. Commercial travelers, therefore, whether in
terstate or intrastate, may have a sufficient taxable situs to subject them to a use tax on 
city streets. Furthermore, equal protection considerations may dictate that commer
cial travelers not be exempted from the charge. 

REGULATING BRIDGE TOLLS AS A PRICING DEVICE 

Federal Regulatory Power 

Although it is legally possible to make some upward peak-hour adjustment in bridge 
toll rates for traffic rationing purposes, there are both statutory and economic limita
tions which, taken together, make bridge toll adjustments less desirable than city street 
taxes. 

Let us review the federal regulatory power over bridge toll rates. The federal power 
comes from 2 separate titles of the U.S. Code. Title 23, which contains the federal 
highway laws, in section 129 sets the permissible rate structure formula for federally 
aided bridges. Title 33, which deals with navigable waters, in sections 494, 503, 52 6, 
and 529 sets provisions for tolls on bridges built over navigable waters according to 
where and when the bridge was constructed, the extent to which the water is navigable, 
and the bridge ownership, whether public or private. 

The ultimate discretion over rate making under both titles has been granted to the 
Secretary of Transportation and delegated to the Federal Highway Administrator. Toll 
rates are not set or even supervised, except in rare instances, by the Administrator 
or his staff. Rate making is done locally by the bridge's commission or board of direc
tors. rt is the limits on the rates that are set and enforced in Washington. 

The federal limits on local rate-making powers may be usefully divided into 2 types. 
The first, of which 2 3 U.S.C. §129 and 33 U.S.C. § 529 are examples, might best be de
scribed as a formula limitation. Tolls on bridges under these statutory provisions 
must be set to amortize capital costs and pay for maintenance and operation and must 
be lifted when amortization is complete. The second type is that exemplified by 33 
U.S.C. §§494, 503, and 526. These statutes for bridges over navigable waters require 
that the toll rates be "reasonable and just." 

It is important to note that the exercise of the federal power over bridge rate making 
is an extraordinary and locally initiated event. The usual procedure is that, following 
an increase in a toll rate, someone files a complaint with the Federal Highway Admin
istrator who sends his staff to conduct local hearings. If the Administrator determines 
that the rates are excessive according to the statutory limitations and no rollback comes, 
a suit may be filed with the Administrator against the bridge commission or board. 

State and Local Regulatory Power 

Who are bridge owners? They include states, counties, various other political sub
divisions, corporations, associations, partnerships, and individual businessmen. Their 
authority to operate and set rates comes from a charter from the state government in 
which the bridge i s located. (If the bridge connects two states, the charter will be a 
bistate agreement .) Charters vary in their provisions, but have one common charac
teristic: They emphasize financial responsibility to the bondholders. Most charters 
do not set strict limit s for toll rates but embody a concept known as a coverage ratio. 
Most bridge commissions want a coverage ratio (revenues over expenses) of 1 or 
more( l.2 is a commonly mentioned desirable coverage ratio) to ensure that they retire 
their bonds on schedule. 

What about diverting bridge revenues to other purposes? Some charters forbid this 
and require that extra revenues be used to retire the debt earlier. A few charters, 
particularly for publicly owned bridges, allow excess funds to be used for quite diverse 
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purposes. An example of the latter type is the Delaware River Port Authority, which 
operates the Benjamin Franklin, Walt Whitman, and Betsy Ross bridges. Its charter 
allows revenues to be diverted to support the Lindenwold Line commuter railroad. An
other provision is even more liberal, allowing revenue diversion for "improvement and 
development of the [Philadelphia] port district." The Delaware River Port Authority 
charter is an example of a tristate compact; its governing board draws members from 
Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. As an illustration of the divergence of char
ter provisions, the Delaware River and Bay Authority, which controls the Delaware 
Memorial Bridge, does not have any charter provisions for revenue diversion. 

Bridge owners tend to be wary of revenue diversion, whether for public transit or 
some other purpose. The reason is that their first obligation is to their bondholders . 
A program of revenue diversion might prompt a suit by the bondholders or bridge users. 
For the same reason, bridge owners can be expected to react unfavorably to pricing ex
periments . To the extent that demand for the bridge facility is elastic (that is, to the 
extent that other routes or modes of travel are available), pricing would reduce the num
ber of vehicles using the bridge. Although this is in accord with road pricing objectives, 
it would be contrary to the bridge proprietors' interests if numbers decrease such that 
total revenues fall. Road pricing experiments would be acceptable to bridge owners only 
when no great trip diversion is possible or when the rates would be increased only to 
the point that would not decrease total revenues, thus defeating the purpose of the pric
ing experiment. 

Special Treatment for Bridges and Tunnels Built With Federal Aid 

Because of the great expense of bridge construction, a special section was added to 
the Jtlghway laws to allow the collection of tolls to repay the state's share of a bridge 
financed with federal funds. That s ection is 23 U.S.C. §129 (28). One of its conditions 
is that the bridge or tunnel must be publicly owned and operated. Section 129 requires 
that all revenues, less operation and maintenance costs, must be applied to repayment 
of the state's contribution to the construction cost. After the state's share has been re
paid, the tolls must be lifted and the bridge operated as a free facility. Tolls may not 
be charged after that time even for maintenance and operating expenses; maintenance 
is to be provided out of other state funds. 

On federally aided bridges then, under the provisions of section 129, road-pricing 
experiments would be allowable, as long as the state's share has not been repaid. Be
cause tolls would be higher during a road-pricing experiment, the date when the state's 
share would be repaid and the tolls would have to be lifted would be brought closer. No 
diversion of toll revenues, for public transit or any other purpose, would be possible. 
Nor would any road-pricing experiments be permissible when the state's share has been 
repaid. 

A Statutory Quagmire 

In 1906 and 1946 Congress enacted major bridge legislation, which was supplemented 
by several smaller pieces of legislation over the years. The result has been described 
as a "hodgepodge of confusing and inconsistent statutes," characterized by "anachroni s
tic omissions" (29). The provisions of Title 33 concerning toll rates are indeed con
fusing. But a basic understanding of them is necessary to determine to what extent 
pricing experiments might be undertaken. 

The first question to ask ourselves about a bridge is whether federal money was used 
in its construction. If the answer is "no," we must ask whether the water crossed by 

--tlfeor1clge 1s navig e. 1 is no , e provisions oITl e 3 are o no concern e-
cause the Title 33 regulatory power is derived from the constitutionally granted power 
over interstate commerce. If the water is navigable, we then must determine when the 
bridge was constructed. 

Figure 1 shows the inconsistencies in the law. Loopholes, or the absence of federal 
control over bridge rates, are indicated by the squares entitled "state and local law." 
If the bridge was constructed after 1946, and does not cross state lines, only state and 
local law (i.e., the bridge charter) need be considered in setting toll rates. If the bridge 
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is interstate and privately owned, the section 526 "reasonable and just" standard applies. 
If it is interstate and publicly owned, tolls must be set to provide for amortization of 
capital costs, maintenance, and operation over a maxi.mum period of 30 years, under 
section 529. 

If the bridge was constructed between 1906 and 1946, only the "reasonable and just" 
standard of section 494 applies. If the bridge was built before 1906, more questions 
must be asked. If the bridge does not cross state lines, only state and local law applies. 
If the bridge is interstate, is over water that is navigable in more than one state, and is 
privately owned, it is subject to the reasonable and just standard of section 529. But, 
if an interstate bridge is publicly owned or is over water that is navigable in only one 
state, the loophole appears and only state and local law applies. 

The analysis of the Title 33 bridge statutes is not complete, without an inquiry into 
the meaning of the phrase "reasonable and just". When does a bridge toll become 
unjust and unreasonable and subject to action by the Federal Highway Administra
tor? This is a question that has been rarely adjudicated. In the words of one court, 
"There has been neither contemporaneous nor continuous" inter pretation of that portion 
of the s tatute (30). Burlington v. Turner (30) is one important 1·ecent case i nterpreting 
the reasonable and just requirement. Aftercomplaints about tolls on the MacArthur 
Bridge over the Mississippi River at Burlington, Iowa, the Federal Highway Adminis
t ration (FHWA) held an investigation and hearings and concluded that the tolls charged 
were unjust and unreasonable because they "exceeded the level necessary for operation, 
maintenance, repair, amortization of the debt, and administration of the bridge, and 
therefore must be reduced to that level." In other words, the Administrator was at-
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tempting to apply a formula-type interpretation to the phrase reasonable and just. The 
city of Burlington filed an action in federal district court asking for review of the Ad
ministrator's decision. 

In upholding the city's toll structure, the district court said, "A reasonable and just 
rate, at least in other areas of regulation, is one that is fair to the public, yet gives a 
fair return to the provider of the service in question, though perhaps varying with dif
ferent economic situations and input factors." More specifically, the court rejected the 
Administrator's contention that tolls should be limited to an amount sufficient only to 
defray bridge costs. "Intended differences in statutes must be given effect ," the court 
said, "and the very fact that the 1906 Bridge Act has been allowed to stand without 
amendment . .. can only indicate a Congressional intent that the 1906 Act be given a 
different reading than subsequent legislation .... " 

Thus, the court upheld the independence of the Title 33 statutes. A bridge subject 
to the section 494 reasonable and just standard is subject to that standard alone and the 
vagueness of the phrase does not allow the Administrator to apply a formula-type stan
dard. In the same opinion, the court found that the use of bridge revenues for nonbridge 
purposes was not unjust and unreasonable. 

Department of Transportation Recommends Bridge Pricing 

The MacArthur Bridge decision has been criticized as an example of the "main fail
ing of a vague, general standard as the basis for rate regulation" (29, p. 6). The De
partment of Transportation (DOT) received a congressional mandafeto recommend 
revisions to existing bridge laws because of FHWA criticism that existing laws were 
not adequate for it to carry out regulatory responsibilities. 

Section 133(a) of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973 authorized the Secretary of 
Transportation to undertake a "full and complete investigation and study of existing 
federal statutes and regulations governing toll bridges over the navigable waters of the 
United States for the purpose of determining what action can and should be taken to as
sure just and reasonable tolls nationwide." The Secretary submitted a report to Congress, 
including recommendations for major change to the bridge laws, on July 1, 1974 (32). 

Instead of the expected tightening of loopholes and greater formula-type regulation, 
the report of the Secretary of Transportation recommended a major policy change to 
allow adjustments in bridge tolls to meet road-pricing objectives. 

Specifically, the report recommends amendments to 23 U.S.C. §129 and relevant sec
tions of Title 33, to achieve more efficient use of existing transport structures. Cities 
of more than 400,000, the report recommends, should be allowed to vary bridge tolls 
in accordance with road-pricing principles. Legislation on this matter, sponsored by 
the Secretary, will be introduced soon. It will recommend that bridge-pricing initia
tives be subject to approval by the Secretary of Transportation and developed by the 
DOT-approved urban transport planning agency. Tolling proposals must also be ap
proved by local officials including bridge management and the governor. 

Revenues under the proposed tolling scheme could be used for a variety of trans
port needs. They might pay for highway or transit capital improvements, transit oper
ating assistance, exclusive bus and carpool lanes, metering systems, and transit ser
vice improvements. 

Future Directions 

This study represents the first formal endorsement by DOT of road-pricing princi
pl es . If chan es are eventually to be made to se_gtion ~Ql_J~_e_U allo_wing_r_oadway_p1'ic.= 
ing on a general, system-wide basis, the proposed change in bridge toll restrictions is 
a good beginning. For geographic reasons, bridge pricing is only a partial solution to 
urban congestion. (For example, in Washington, D.C., access from Virginia is via 
bridges, but access from Mar yland is not.) Bridge pricing will be most effective in 
producing more efficient use of transport resources only when combined with pricing 
on other access routes and city streets. Perhaps the day is coming when legislation to 
allow road pricing on a system -wide basis will be introduced and passed. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The 23 U.S. C. §301 prohibition against tolling on federally aided roads does not pre
sent a real obstacle to taxing city street use. This is because tolls have been narrowly 
defined as being collected at the time and place of passage. Most charges for road use 
have been termed user charges and allowed by the courts. Thus, a charge levied sep
arately from the time and place of passage would fit into the allowed user charge cate
gory. A tax on city street use would probably be upheld because most city streets were 
not built with federal aid. 

A city, to tax city street use, would have to be granted the power by the state legis
lature. Certain groups of vehicles might be exempted from the tax, but there must be 
a valid purpose for the exemption; otherwise, the ordinance would be in danger of being 
struck down as violating the equal protection clause of the U.S. Constitution. In inter
state commerce the tax must not discriminate in favor of intrastate commerce, and the 
benefits accorded by the taxing entity must have a sufficient relationship to the com
merce taxed. 

Bridges are subject to various federal statutes according to their date of construction, 
funding, and other factors. Many bridges, however, are not subject to any federal regu
lation or only to a vague reasonable and just standard. A recent report by the Secretary 
of Transportation recommends changes in bridge regulation to allow for congestionpric
ing. But on the local level, bridges are subject to individual character provisions, which 
often stress responsibility to shareholders. If pricing experiments are likely to lower 
total revenue, they will not be well received. On the other hand, if revenues can be kept 
high, there is little that would block bridge-pricing experiments. 
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APPROACHES FOR EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE 
METHODS OF RESTRAINT 
Edward P. Holland, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

This paper examines various methods for restraining city traffic including 
an electronic point-pricing system; peak and off-peak prices for crossing 
boundaries of a few large zones; andparking charges, which could be varied 
according to location and ti.me of day. It is necessary to devise specific 
design patterns for a particular city and analyze the costs, problems, and 
performance in a specific network rather than try to choose among different 
methods of pricing in terms of abstract characteristics. A model similar 
to those presently in use in traffic and public transport studies is examined 
in comparison with the performance of other suggested pricing systems. 
The simulation model would set standard levels and match individual costs 
with marginal social costs all over the network. 

e!N SPITE of "firm congressional guidance" that recently blocked plans for parking 
surcharges in Washington and 7 other cities in the United States (1), an increasing 
number of professionals agree that restraining city traffic by some form of pricing re
straints is desirable. However, experts differ widely on the methods that should be 
used. Some still believe that urban congestion can be dealt with by high taxes on the 
purchase and ownership of automobiles and high prices including taxes for fuel. But 
this paper addresses restraining by price the operation of automobiles in certain locali
ties during times when congestion exists. 

Various systems of localized pricing have been proposed, and there is a need for 
ways to select a good combination for application in a particular urban area. Each of 
the following approaches has its advocates: 

1. An electronic point-pricing system designed to equate individual cost with mar
ginal social cost on each link of the street network at all times; 

2. A less elaborate electronic system providing a set of cordons around many small 
areas with different prices for crossing different cordons and changes in the set of 
prices for different ti.mes of day; 

3. Peak and off-peak charges, which might be registered electronically or collected 
at toll booths, for crossing the cordons around a few large zones; 

4. Charges, which would be implemented through a daily license, for operating 
within a similar zone pattern rather than for crossing boundaries; and 

5. Parking charges, which could be varied according to location and time of day. 

Some of the discussion on the merits of these approaches has focused on the hardware 
requirements and the difficulties of administration and collection for different systems. 
Some say that the best system is that which is simplest to administer and enforce and 
uses the least sophisticated hardware. In contrast, proponents of complex systems, 
like the first one listed, say that their difficulties and costs would be minor when com
pared with their potential benefits. Theoretically, if individual cost could be made equal 
to marginal social cost everywhere at all ti.mes, trip-makers would be induced to make 
the decisions that would yield an economically efficient allocation of road space. The 
closer the actual system approaches the ideal pattern of unit costs the better. 

But these statements are oversimplified. What is best for a city will depend on many 
characteristics including size of the city; geographical distribution of residences, shop
ping districts, and workplaces; corresponding densities of population, sales, and em-
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ployment; street layout; ownership of private cars; characteristics of public transporta
tion; and behavior of the people. In the complicated patterns of land and street use in a 
city, different methods of pricing restraint will have distinctive effects. The use of high 
parking charges in a zone will inhibit trips ending in that zone but not trips passing 
through it. Charges for crossing a cordon around a zone would affect trips both into 
and through the zone but not those that take place entirely inside it. 

Rather than choose among different methods of pricing in terms of their abstract 
characteristics, it is better to devise design patterns for a particular city and analyze 
the costs, problems, and performance in a specific network. Some instructive simula
tion experiments have been done, comparing several pricing methods and levels in a 
purely hypothetical network. 'The results offer some insights that could be helpful in 
guiding the designer, but they do not lead to general rules that would do away with the 
need for studying real cities individually (2). It is desirable to compare a large number 
of alternatives and refine each design through trial and modification, but techniques for 
doing this quickly and cheaply have yet to be developed. The only valid way to compare 
the performance of different pricing systems is to simulate traffic flows for different 
price levels in each system by using a suitable model that also computes travel times 
and costs, financial revenues, and other information for evaluating economic benefits. 

What is a suitable model for simulating the effects of different pricing patterns? 
Probably the best answer is a model like those currently being used in traffic and pub
lic transport studies where vehicle ownership, trip generation and distribution, modal 
choice, and route assignment are simulated sequentially with some repetition. But some 
models of this type would not do the job; certain sophisticated features are required. 
Because congestion is part of the problem, it must be a model in which speeds are 
adjusted and traffic is rerouted as individual links reach capacity. The model must 
include the realistic effects of prices on trip-makers' decisions. Trip-generation func
tions should provide for some trips to shift from peak to off-peak periods if prices are 
made higher during peak periods. Trip distribution and route assignment should re
spond to central-zone pricing by diverting some trips to different destinations or around 
certain zones to avoid higher costs. Modal choice for any trip should be influenced by 
cost. Even car ownership should be affected because car purchase decisions are in
fluenced by the relative costs of commuting by car and by public transport. 'Thus the 
sort of model that is needed for comparing the effects of different restraint systems is 
one in which congestion feeds back to modify speeds, trip times, and costs and in which 
changes in trip time and cost affect all stages of the trip-makers' decisions. This re
quires a lot of repetitive adjustment, and it is important that the procedures yield con
.rPrgPnt i::olntiorn:::. 

Of course, price-responsive decision functions have not been well established and 
are difficult to estimate empirically. One of the first tasks will be to look through other 
researchers' empirical studies for evidence on the price elasticities of various elements 
of trip decisions. But price variations are usually correlated with other changes so that 
it is hard to separate the effects. A certain amount of judgment will have to go into de
termining some of the coefficients. 

Once we have a model that can simulate trips by public and private transport and the 
corresponding vehicle flows under different pricing systems, how shall we use it? The 
easy answer is that we try out alternative schemes and see what happens. But there 
must be some rational order in the experimentation and the "what happens" part must 
be put in terms that are meaningful for making comparisons. Before we can say that 
one system performs better than another, we must define criteria by which performance 
can be assessed. The objectives of a traffic restraint policy are usually congestion and 

-----air po u on re uc on. u ff congesfi.011 an po lu on were r e uce -by m - ng 1 cos -Y--
and inconvenient for anyone to go anywhere, that would not be satisfactory. Transporta-
tion itself must be recognized as a component of social and economic welfare, and if a 
reduction in congestion does not result in better transportation at lower social cost, why 
should we want to reduce congestion? Let us beware of the unconscious assumption that 
we are going to have easier driving because other people will be forced to stay off the 
road. 

It is possible to derive economic values for transportation differences in different 
systems including congestion costs and disbenefits to those who, because of the pricing 
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system, do not travel, change destinations, or use a less convenient mode of travel. 
The point is that there is a way to use information generated by the model to arrive at 
a number representing the economic benefits of a tested design pattern and restraint 
level. The initial and continuing costs of hardware installation and administration have 
to be estimated in conventional ways and considered against the benefits. 

There are also benefits from reduced air pollution and reduced noise. The differ
ences in pollution and noise can be estimated quantitatively by physical measures and 
could be considered with the economic criteria. But, rather than assigning them values 
and adding them in with economic benefits, it is better to consider them as extra di
mensions. 

Other dimensions that should be considered include the financial costs and revenues 
of each system (these may be quite different from the economic costs and benefits) and 
the effects on operations and finances of the public transit system. All this information 
can be computed in the model and printed out so that different systems and different 
price levels can be compared. 

When systems are compared, total figures are useful indicators; but, because they 
could mask some important local problems or opportunities for improvement, the more 
detailed results should be available for analysis. The research analysts should have 
access to all the information they want. Most likely this would include maps of volume
to-capacity ratios on each street at different times of day, details of bus and other pub
lic transit ridership on particular routes, and numbers of cars parked in different areas. 
On the basis of such information, price differentials between different zones might be 
adjusted, boundaries might be moved, and other improvements might be made to each 
system tested. 

Now that we have a suitable simulation model and have included in the computer pro
gram provisions for printing out the chosen criteria of performance and more detailed 
outputs, what we need is a testing strategy. We must choose a future year that the 
simulations will represent. Contemplated changes in streets, freeways, busways, and 
other transit facilities have to be included in the model. Data related to trip generation 
and distribution, such as populations, retail stores, jobs in each zone, income levels, 
and family sizes, must be projected for the future year. Then each restraint system 
to be tested must be coded into the network in terms of trip-end parking fees and tolls 
on links that cross cordon lines or pricing points. These charges should be programmed 
so that prices at different points can be readily changed by putting in new data. 

Now that everything is ready, one of the first runs has to correspond to the situation 
without special restraints. This does not mean without ownership or annual taxes, fuel 
taxes, or parking fees. Those should be set at standard levels-those levels set by 
authorities if they were not trying to restrain traffic-or higher levels corresponding 
to components of the restraint program and complemented by locally variable charges. 
Because either definition of standard requires a subjective judgment, it may be neces
sary to vary them in sensitivity tests but, for most of the other comparisons, they 
should be held constant. This run is the base relative to which costs and benefits of 
all other systems will be measured as differences. 

The next set of runs should use a finely spaced point-pricing system to match indi
vidual costs with marginal social costs all over the network. This process would have 
changes at one point causing repercussions elsewhere, so I am not sure it can be done 
within a reasonable number of trials, but I would attempt it for two reasons. First, 
to have some idealized standard with which to compare the performance of the practical 
systems is helpful to indicate whether there is room for improvement in the performance 
of the latter. Second, the resulting geographical pattern of price levels may be useful 
for the layout of zones and cordon lines and the choice of patterns and initial levels of 
prices for the other systems that are the objects of the rest of the experiments. 

Finally there is a need for comparing restraint systems in more than 1 year and 
at several times of day. To run such a complex model through all these conditions for 
every change in price level and every pattern of restraint methods would be cumber
some, costly, and unnecessary. A good deal of exploration, refinement, and prelimi
nary comparison can be done in terms of a single year and peak period. These partial 
comparisons must be done, however, without forgetting that the relation of all-day ef-
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fects to peak-period effects will be different for a time-varying meter-recorded change 
than for a daily sticker system and that a method aimed too sharply at dealing with con
gestion in a predefined peak period may create secondary peaks just outside that time 
period. These and other differences between different approaches must be brought out 
and analyzed. 

1his outline should help get us started in studying traffic restraint measures. Carry
ing out such a study will simultaneously serve to help design a system for a particular 
city and add to our general understanding of traffic restraint systems. 
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COLLECTION PROBLEMS AND THE PROMISE OF 
AUTOMATIC VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION 
Robert S. Foote, The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey 

Because traditional toll collection cannot be used as a congestion pricing 
method on federally aided roads, another equitable method needs to be 
found. Three types of automatic vehicle identification presently available
optical systems, radio frequency systems, and microwave systems-are 
discussed. Field test results of radio frequency equipment are given for a 
study done by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey in 1971. The 
accuracy of the technology tested shows that it will be possible to charge 
people for road use in close proportion to their actual use. An automatic 
vehicle identification system can achieve greater fairness in allocating 
road use charges than other means existing today. 

•ORIGINALLY I had felt that the problems in implementing a congestion pricing scheme 
would be like those in conventional toll collection. But in doing some homework for this 
s ession, I discovered a paper by Coit that caused a change in the approach I had been 
planning to follow. This paper states (.!-' p. 9): 

Clearly, congestion tolling in the traditional conception, with the use of collection booths to 
charge the users on the spot, is not to be allowed on federally-aided roads. However, use of the 
more sophisticated AVI systems or the simple self-cancelling ticket (a la Sumner Myers), sold in 
books at a time and place separate from the passageway, would seem to place the congestion 
pricing experiment safely on the "tax side" of the line, rather than the "toll side." 

So the specific problems of traditional toll collection are not pertinent here, because 
traditional toll collection cannot be used for congestion pricing. 

PRICING SCHEMES 

Transferring funds from a driver to a collection agency separate from the passageway 
requires establishment of proof that payment has been made, and destruction of that 
proof when it is no longer valid. There are two places this proof can be held-by the 
collection agency or by the driver. For example, if the pricing scheme r equires that 
all vehicle drivers entering the central business district (CBD) between 8 a .m . and 9 
a.m. on weekdays pay the city $10 per month, the payment record for a particular vehicle 
could be carried on a sticker and be checked on a sampling basis. Or it could be car
ried in a computer maintained by the city that would be accessed on line in real time on 
a sampling basis by an observer reading license plates. 

This form of congestion pricing would be simple from the collection standpoint, es
pecially if a time-dependent sticker were used. Time dependency might be achieved 
by an expiration date, color code, or automatic s harp change in color after some inter
val "a la Sumner Myers" (2). Automatic vehicle identification (AVI) installation for 
this type of collection wou:W be a case of technological overkill and would be uneco
nomic too. 

But such a simple pricing scheme may be unsatisfactory for redistributing traffic, 
which the proponents of congestion pricing want to accomplish. The goal is to achieve 
more efficient use of roads by inducing motorists who have only a marginal need for 
congested highways to travel instead on noncongested routes or at off-peak times. The 
marginal user then should be defined by the particular congestion existing at the time and 
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by the route he or she would travel. Otherwise either too few or too many people will be 
diverted to other routes. This could be a serious problem because of the variability in 
tlay-Lo-tlay anti roule-to-route traffic contlitions. For exa1u1-1le, cougei:iliuu al 7:59 a.m. 
and 9:01 a.m. could be major. 

So if the congestion pricing scheme requires charging the marginal motorist on the 
route he or she uses and the time he or she uses it, then the sticker system will not be 
fair because the monthly sticker cost per trip to a motorist traveling to the CBD 4 
times a month would be 5 times more than the cost per trip to a regular commuter. 
That is, the deterrent effect would be weakest for the motorist contributing the most to 
congestion. A sticker good for only 1 trip would avoid this, but the costs to monitor 
the stickers would be too high. And if the charge were made proportional to the length 
of the trip or how late in the peak period it was made or the type of vehicle it was made 
in, then the number of stickers and monitors would be too high. Here, AVI may be the 
answer. 

AVI PROPERTIES 

Automatic vehicle identification is a type of electronic license plate, with a transpon
der (a small device carried on a vehicle) and an interrogator (an electronic element in 
or near the roadway). A complete AVI system may also be tied into a computer, have 
a local printer, and have additional peripheral elements downstream. But the key com
ponents are the transponder and the interrogator. 

There are 3 forms of AV! techniques that are now available: One sends information 
in the visible light spectrum by optical technology, another sends information by low
power radio frequency, and the third by microwave energy. An AV! transponder can be 
powered by a vehicle source, by a part of the transponder, or by roadside circuitry. 

The results desired indicate which AV! form would be most suitable. Some of the 
key elements to be considered are accuracy, amount of information capable of being 
transmitted, transponder appearance, counterfeiting difficulty, service life of the tran
sponder, and cost. 

If accuracy is required, then optical systems may not be suitable. Optical systems 
have the most field experience-they have been adopted by the Association of American 
Railroads as standard for identifying railroad freight cars and more than 80 percent of 
railroad freight cars are equipped with multicolored stickers. However, the accuracy 
of these transponders, as reported by the Association of American Railroads, is from 
70 to 80 percent. The main problem is keeping the labels clean. Collection accuracy· 
must be in the 99 percent range because the cost of handling inaccurate collection infor
mation is very l'iigh. The microwave systems are not nearly so dependent on the clean
liness of the transponders as the optical systems are, so the microwave approach should 
offer higher accuracies. But there has not been enough field experience to permit a 
true judgment of their accuracy. The low-power radio frequency (rf) systems have been 
tested, and they have demonstrated accuracies from 98 to 99 percent. By more precise 
coding and other data protection techniques, accuracies of 99.9 percent appear attainable. 

Although accuracy is a key element in deciding among various forms of AV!, the 
amount of information capable of being transmi tied by the transponders is also impor
tant. The amount of information that can be transmitted from optical stickers on the 
side of a vehicle is small compared to what can be transmitted with rf and microwave 
transponders. Optical systems now in use, with stickers 18 in. (457 mm) long, trans
mit 6 to 8 decimal digits. Systems with rf transponders suitable for a national collec
tion system can transmit 14 decimal digits. Microwave systems have comparable ca-

_____ pacit.Y~ oth r f a11_g mic ·o _ave ca acjj.y__yalues IlH\,Y__)Je increased without ignif!~1tv. __ _ 
altering the size of the transponder. 

Transponder appearance is a problem that depends on how widely used the system 
will be and whether the equipping of vehicles with transponders will be voluntary. It 
seems that automobile owners would object to placing 18-in. (457-mm) multicolored 
stickers on the side of their vehicles far more than they would object to adding a small 
box underneath their vehicles. 

Another inportant factor is the need to protect against counterfeiting. It is easy to 
counterfeit the optical sticker but not rf or microwave devices. 
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The service life of the transponder is another point for consideration. An optical 
sticker has a limited life, and, if the sticker will be renewed at short intervals, this 
could be advantageous. In the case of the railroad application, however, the identifica
tion is for the life of the freight car and label maintenance is a problem. The rf tran
sponder is expected to have a service life of 15 years. These devices use solid-state 
components and are sealed. 

Cost is another major consideration. The attractiveness of the optical system de
pends primarily on the low cost of the transponder. The installed cost of the multi
colored sticker on a railroad car is about $ 8. The cost (uninstalled) of a rf transponder 
in production quantities is expected to be $35 to $40. The cost of a microwave tran
sponder would probably be less than rf transponders, but because the technology is still 
being developed there is no firm information yet. 

The costs of interrogators, a significant part of a total system, are reversed. An 
optical interrogator is considerably more expensive than a rf interrogator, which costs 
from $4,000 to $7,000. 

STATUS OF AVI 

Several years of experience with optical transponders on railroad cars in the United 
States have produced results that are not encouraging-the labels or stickers cannot be 
kept clean enough to achieve an accuracy of better than 70 to 80 percent. The optical 
system is also being used widely on containers and on a pilot basis for toll collection at 
the Baltimore Harbor 'Tunnel and Philadelphia's Walt Whitman and Ben Franklin bridges . 
When the stickers are sensed the driver can deposit a reduced rate of toll. But these 
are systems with limited information capability. 

The U.S. Department of Defense is funding the development of a microwave system 
that will be adapted for identifying containers, freight, and packages. Until this system 
is field tested, though, we will not know much about it. Microwave systems have been 
demonstrated as laboratory components but not for unattended field use. Although ac
complishing identification using microwave technology is technically feasible, perfor
mance questions like the effect of ambient electrical noise can only be resolved through 
extensive field testing. 

The distance required between the interrogator and the transponder may be a poten
tial difficulty in using microwave techniques for identifying highway vehicles. Locating 
the transponder under the vehicle would subject it to the least amount of interference, 
but the consequent close distance between the interrogator and transponder would re
quire more precise positioning of vehicles over the interrogator head than is feasible 
in many highway applications. 

FIELD TEST PERFORMANCE 

Radio frequency equipment has been rigorously tested. The Port Authority of New 
York and New Jersey, in the fall of 1971, invited potential manufacturers of AVI devices 
to demonstrate their equipment by supplying 40 transponders to be mounted on 40 buses 
and be tested for several months in rigidly controlled field conditions. Although dis
cussions were held with suppliers of all types of AVI systems, only the suppliers of 
low-power rf systems participated in the field test. Entering the test, which required 
that the manufacturer provide 40 transponders and an interrogator without cost to the 
project, represented a commitment on the part of the manufacturer of many thousands 
of dollars. Thus, only the most serious prospective suppliers took the test. Agree
ments were concluded with GE, WABCO, North American Philips, and Glenayre Elec
tronics. All but North American Philips were powered inductively from the roadway; 
the Philips systems used a 3- to 5-year battery in the transponder. 

The transponders were mounted on commuter buses that operate between Maplewood, 
New Jersey, and the Por t Authority bus terminal in midtown Manha ttan. Interrogator 
locations were about 41/2 miles apart at New Jersey 'Tur npike inte rchange 16 leading fo 
the Lincoln 'Tunnel and the Port Authority bus terminal. The interrogators were con
nected over leased telephone lines to a computer in the Lincoln 'Tunnel administration 
building halfway along the route. 
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The test was conducted in 2 phases. In the first phase the stress was on the ability 
to measure travel times for individual buses passing through the road network. In the 
second phase interrogators for ail of the 4 systems being tested were located on the 
Port Authority bus terminal ramps, and data from each were used to cross-check the 
others. 

Because buses using the suburban level enter the terminal by only 1 lane and leave 
by only 1 lane, accuracy can be checked by 1 interrogator in the inbound lane and 
another in the outbound lane. This was done for GE, which provided 2 interrogators. 
But any errors arising from the failure of the system to detect buses at both the en
trance and the exit would pass unnoticed in this system. However, when interrogators 
from the other 3 manufacturers were placed alongside the inbound GE interrogator, the 
chance of all failing to detect an inbound bus was remote. 

The 4 transponders were mounted on a rig in front of 1 of the test vehicles to de
termine the accuracy of each system at varying height, lateral placement, anq speeds. 
The maximum speed possible in this restricted location was 30 mph (48 km/hour). 

Although the transponders used in this test differ from each other, typical dimensions 
would be 1% by 5 by 9 in. {38 .10 by 127.00 by 228 .60 mm) . When the transponder is 
mounted undernea th the vehicle, b1·ackets must separate by 4 in. (101.60 mm) the tran
sponder and the nearest metal on the vehicle because, if the transponder is too close to 
vehicle metal, its weak signal can be diverted. Based on more than 2 years of experi
ence with buses, no difficulty has been encountered because of the transponder being 
struck, but mounting similar devices on small cars may be a problem. Most standard
sized cars, though, offer suitable locations for AVI transponders. In large-scale pro
duction, large-scale integration (LSI) circuits will undoubtedly be used. Although the 
primary reason for using LSI components is to reduce transponder costs, they will also 
make the transponder more compact and make mounting easier. 

The interrogator loop cut into the pavement is similar to that required for an 
induction-loop vehicle interrogator, except that for the GE system 2 overlapping loops 
are needed-one to start power and the other to receive transponder signals. Typical 
dimensions are 2 ft {0.6096 m) in the direction of h·avel by 8 ft (2.4384 m) across the 
lane. The test on the bus ramp was especially rigorous because of the large amount of 
reinforcing steel and heating tubes in the ramp and the radio frequency noise from nearby 
commercial radio stations. These factors proved not to be a problem, however. 

The interrogators for the various systems differed considerably in the amount of 
circuitry provided. But in a typical final installation the interrogator would be enclosed 
in a box measuring 2 by 2 by 3 ft {0.6096 by 0.6096 by 0.9144 m). With LSI circuitry, 
the size could be reduced greatly. 

The 4 systems were performance tested on the bus terminal ramp for 3 months and 
were checked against each other. The GE system had the most transactions (because 
there were 2 interrogators). Out of a total of 13,814 bus passages, all but 181 were 
measured correctly; the accuracy of the GE system was 98.69 percent. The WABCO 
system was on line for the longest time for this test, with its 1 loop sensing a total 
of 9,199 transactions, all but 48 of them correctly, for an accuracy rate of 99.48 percent. 
The highest accuracy was attained by the North American Philips system. Once initial 
tuning was completed, which delayed the placement of this system on line, the Philips 
interrogator sensed 5,226 vehicles, all but 8 of them correctly, for a performance rate 
of 99.85 percent. The smallest amount of experience was gained with the Glenayre sys
tem. During the test Glenayre sensed 1,416 passages, missing only 22-a performance 
rate of 98.45 percent. 

APPLICA.'l10N PLKNS 

What applications are being planned now, based on this experience? The Golden 
Gate Bridge, Highway and Transportation District has been testing the GE equipment 
for several years using its own vehicles. Performance of the system has now reached 
the level where the district has developed plans to make equipment available to the pub
lic in the near future. 

The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey is now purchasing GE transponders 
and interrogators to develop an AVI-based toll collection system for nonstop movement 
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of buses. When the toll system is demonstrated, funds will be sought from the Urban 
Mass Transportation Administration to equip most of the buses using the Port Authority 
bus terminal with transponders. Because rf systems can display variable as well as 
fixed data, this installation being planned by the Port Authority of New York and New 
Jersey could relay such information as the route number of a bus and the number of 
passengers it is carrying. This information would contribute to the efficiency of bus
fleet management. One purpose of the next Port Authority test is to evaluate such po
tential benefits. 

The New Jersey Turnpike Authority, in conjunction with the Port Authority, is con
sidering the purchase of 2 50 transponders and 6 interrogators to evaluate AVI on auto
mobiles commuting between interchanges 14 and 16 in the New York metropolitan re
gion. The turnpike test will be particularly valuable in determining the public interest 
in AVI. 

So the development of AVI is proceeding step by step on a limited scale. There are 
still many important elements to be evaluated, now .that the basic performance of the 
A VI technology itself has been confirmed. Although there are few technica1 questions 
about the feasibility of processing nonstop toll collection (or road user pricing) data on 
line in real time, the best equipment use and configuration and the costs for maintaining 
accounts for AVI customers need to be defined. 

CONCLUSION 

It will be possible to charge people for road use in close proportion to their actual 
use. Automatic vehicle identification technology offers the possibility of greater fair
ness in allocating road use charges than can be obtained with other means existing today. 
For example, although a gasoline tax is relatively simple to administer, it is not equita
ble. Those who must use the poorest quality roads, with many interruptions along their 
route because of intersections and traffic signals, consume more gas per mile. They 
pay more for using poor roads than do motorists using costly limited-access facilities. 
If gas tax revenues decrease because of the scarcity and high cost of gasoline supply 
and because of the introduction of new forms of energy, AVI can fill an important need 
in maintaining equitable taxation for road use. However, in simplifying road use pricing, 
AVI may not be the deterrent that some economists look to for reallocating traffic. 

It should be stressed that, in conducting AVI research, the Port Authority of New 
York and New Jersey is not advocating deterrent pricing. The purpose of highway traf
fic operations is to serve as efficiently as possible the transportation needs of the people 
consistent with environmental and other constraints. The availability of employment 
and, more generally, the quality of life in an urban area depends in part on the avail
ability of efficient and economical transportation. Automatic vehicle identification 
hopefully can contribute to improving the quality of transportation. But the rate at 
which AVI is accepted will depend entirely on the judgment of the people. Acceptance 
of AVI on a broad scale will undoubtedly take much time, but essential work is being 
done. 
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COLLECTION PROBLEMS AND THE PROMISE OF 
SELF-CANCELING TICKETS 
Sumner Myers, Institute of Public Administration, Washington, D.C. 

This paper discusses collecting motor vehicle user charges by time
calibrated self-canceling tickets (timer-tickets). In a designated area, a 
timer-ticket, about the size of a 3- by 5-in. (76- by 127-mm) card, would 
bedisplayedon the windshield of an automobile to show whether the driver 
paid for the vehicle to be in the area. The timer-ticket, when bent or 
scratched, changes color to red. This shows that the ticket has been ac
tivated. R also starts a chemical reaction that, after a preset time, re
sults in a second color change, to blue. This shows that time is up. The 
ticket has canceled itself. The paper emphasizes that the administrative 
simplicity and the ease of sale of timer-tickets would be profitable to 
local governments. It also discusses the categories in which timer-tickets 
may be used: overnight parking, historic area parking, toll collecting, 
and congestion pricing. 

•IN IBIS era of big science many people do not understand that small technologies have 
a large effect on the system to which they are applied. For example, the invention of 
carbon paper made it possible to design an endless variety of administrative systems 
based on shared information. These are sometimes called "linchpin" technologies. I 
am going to discuss a new linchpin technology for collecting motor vehicle user charges 
that would offer great flexibility and would be a necessary first step in the implementa
tion of user-charge systems. 1his new technology is a time-calibrated self-canceling 
ticket (timer-ticket). 1he ticket, about the size of a 3- by 5-in. (76- by 127-mm) card, 
would be displayed on the windshield of an automobile to show whether the driver paid 
for the vehicle to be in a designated area. 

The timer-ticket, when bent or scratched, changes color immediately to red to show 
that the ticket has been activated. It also starts a chemical reaction that results in a 
second color change, to blue after a preset time. '!he blue shows that time is up. '!he 
ticket has canceled its elf. Here is how a 2 5-cent timer-ticket would be used to pay for 
1 hour of parking: 

'!he motorist, after parking, pulls out a 2 5-cent timer-ticket that was bought earlier. 
The driver rubs the card with a coin and the ticket begins to turn red. After more rub
bing, more red appears and the ticket is activated. '!he driver notes that it is 1 :30 p.m. 
and puts the ticket on the dashboard so that it shows through the windshield. The ticket 
stays red until 2 :30 p.m. when the hour is up. Then it changes to blue. 

A sharp color change when time is up is important because the ticket must tell en
forcing officers on a "yes or no" basis whether the vehicle is permitted to be in a re
stricted area. A ticket that gradually changes from one color to another will not work 
because it would be difficult to tell whether it was valid. 

A wide variety of administratively simple user-charge systems can be designed 
around self-canceling tickets. One feature that contributes toward simple administra
tion is that tickets can be sold undated in advance. Tickets could also be sold one at a 
time or in books, over the counter, from slot machines, at gasoline stations, or by · 
mail. And, because of the convenience, many motorists may keep books of prepaid 
tickets on hand, and the local governments that issue the tickets could borrow larger 
sums of money on their larger capital income. 

21 
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PARKING 

BecauBe timer-lickeU:i are cheav and require no street installati011 or maintenance, 
they could be used where mechanical parking meters are inappropriate-for example, 
overnight parking where charges are low and parking is long-term; historic area park
ing where aesthetic considerations rule out street hardware; or truck parking where 
different charges for time, space, or type of vehicle will be made. 

Overnight Parking 

The self-canceling ticket might be particularly useful in charging for overnight park
ing on city streets where charges are low and parking long-term. Timer-tickets for 
12 hours would be presold to motorists as overnight parking permits for designated 
streets. The motorist, after parking his or her car, would "pay" for the space by ac
tivating the ticket and placing it against the inside of the windshield. While the ticket 
showed fluorescent red, the car could park all night on streets designated for all-night 
parking. After 12 hours, the ticket would cancel itself by hl.rning blue. To park the 
next night, the motorist would have to use another timer-ticket. 

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Boston, and Minneapolis have considered charg
ing for overnight street parking to generate revenue more than to allocate street space. 
Although their financial need was great and potential revenues were substantial (the Of
fice of the Administrator in New York City estimated that an overnight parking charge 
would net approximately $ 60 million per year), there was no suitable way to collect 
overnight charges. Overnight parking charges could have been collected by conventional 
meters. But parking meters, particularly in residential areas, have several drawbacks : 
Some neighborhoods object to them for aesthetic reasons and in some neighborhoods they 
are vandalized. Overnight charges also could have been collected by a monthly or an
nual permit system. This avoids the aesthetic and vandalism problems, but a prepaid 
permit is so inflexible that it is likely to be politically unacceptable because it requires 
payment in advance whether or not the motorist actually gets to use what he has paid to 
use. At worst, a permit system works like a nuisance tax-at best, like a hunting li
cense. A city that has an overnight charge in residential areas should charge for space 
only when it is used. Otherwise, the public response might be what it was in Phila
delphia some years ago. In that city, motorists who could not find parking spaces under 
the "hunting license" scheme were so angry that they actually stoned the mayor's house 
to emphasize their displeasure. The scheme was dropped. 

Under a timer-ticket scheme, a motorist would pay for a parking space only if it 
was used. If the motorist did not find a space on fue street and parked in a garage, he 
or she need not use a permit. So the timer-ticket system may be politically more ac
ceptable than other prepaid systems. 

Historic Area Parking 

Timer-tickets might also be used for making space available to short-term parkers 
in historic or other aesfuetically sensitive areas where mechanical meters are un
sightly or otherwise inappropriate. In these areas timer-tickets could be used to at
tract visitors rather than commuters. For example, tourists could buy tickets for 
parking on the Mall in Washington, D.C. 

Truck Parking 

------~· ~ er-tickets of different values could be used to lev ~ )ecial char es a i ns t trucks 
making deliveries or pickups during peak hours. Similarly, timer-tickets could be used 
to charge for and thereby discourage unnecessary double-parking where measures to 
completely prohibit double-parking are unreasonable. 

TOLLS AND CONGESTION PRICING 

Timer-tickets offer a wide variety of parking options, but they really come into their 
own when it comes to collecting charges in congestion-prone areas. 
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Economists and others have long urged that highway congestion be controlled through 
the application of user charges. While in the past this has had little prospect of being 
carried out, pressure has built up lately for the application of user charges to control 
air pollution and to reduce energy consumption. A good deal of attention has been given 
to the costs and benefits of road user charges. But, except for the British, nobody has 
really considered the methods by which charges could be collected. Most people simply 
take it for granted that road user charges can be collected on a large scale because tolls 
are collected on a smaller scale at highways, bridges, and tunnels. But toll facilities 
are poor models for collecting user charges on a broader scale. 

Current technology for collecting tolls is inadequate for collecting charges in 
congestion-prone areas. Toll facilities use too much space with plazas and booths that 
create traffic bottlenecks. Automated electronic collecti,on might r educe this problem, 
but the cost-effectiveness of automatic vehicle identifica tion (AVI) systems depends on 
requiring all vehicles using the controlled areas to be equipped with electronic devices. 
It will be difficult for any government to charge motor vehicles for something that is 
now free. 'This difficulty will be compounded if user charges depend on electronic sur
veillance of all vehicles in the system. Many people might consider this an invasion of 
privacy. A more flexible user charge collection system should be used as a supplement 
to or a substitute for electronic devices. The timer-ticket is such an option. 

Timer- tickets could be used to collect entrance charges to bridges and tunnels, es
pecia.lly those without room for toll plazas (e.g., New York City's East River bridges) 
or where toll plazas would spoil the environment (e. g., Washington' s Memorial Bridge). 
'The motorist would activate a timer-ticket before reaching the check point of the bridge 
or tunnel. The activated ticket showing fluorescent red would be displayed on the wind
shield where it can easily be spotted as cars move past the check point. At the end of 
a preset time, the ticket would cancel itself. 'The motorist might have to use another 
timer-ticket for his next trip through the facility. The timer-ticket could be used in 
conjunction with AVI. Regular users who prefer to be billed could voluntarily equip 
their vehicles with AVI devices. Occasional users or those who prefer not to be iden
tified could prepurchase timer-tickets. 

Area Access 

The timer-ticket is a simple way to levy a 1-day charge on motor vehicle users 
who drive into or through conges tion-pr one areas. 'The area might be a central business 
district (CBD), a transportation corridor , or even a particular street or highway. 
Timer-tickets would permit local governments to control the area all the time or some 
of the time. 'There could be different prices for different parts of the city. For exam
ple, it might cost the motorist 2 tickets to be within the CBD but only 1 ticket to be 
on its fringes. 

Local governments might also use the timer-ti-cket with either an AVI system or a 
prepaid monthly sticker system such as that proposed for London. In the sticker sys
tem, regular travelers would prepurchase semiannual stickers. In an AVI system, 
regular users would be equipped with electronic units. Occasional users such as sales 
representatives and shoppers, would buy a 1-day timer-ticket to save money. This 
option makes the administratively efficient sticker system workable because the oc
casional traveler can be easily accommodated. 

ADMINISTRATION 

Vehicles in a timer-ticket system do not have to be checked at fixed observation 
points. They can be checked randomly within the control area. The system also lends 
itself to a statistical sampling type of enforcement. 

Some people will try to cheat the system, but total compliance is not necessary for 
the system to be economical if the number of cheaters can be kept to within acceptable 
limits. This can be done by cracking down whenever statistical samples show that it is 
necessary. 

Cracking down would involve checking for forgery. Although the timer-ticket is de
signed to make forgery impossible, some people will undoubtedly attempt it. Although 
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forgeries would be impossible to spot in moving traffic they can be spotted easily when 
the vehicle is standing still. Police can also check for forged tickets as a routine mat
ter whenever they stop a vehicle for a traffic violation. 

One political question remains to be answered: Are people willing to pay for a public 
facility that has always been free? Most likely the answer is no. We should, therefore, 
consider other methods for allocating road space. One method is lotteries. Another is 
rationing. Timer-tickets could make either system work. 

In a lottery system, vehicle owners wishing to try for a monthly set of daily timer
tickets would send in an application form along with a nominal fee. The fee would be 
set high enough to discourage people with marginal needs. Winners of the lottery would 
receive 1 month's supply of daily timer-tickets. Because the tickets would not be 
coded for specific days, the winners could use them as needed or they could sell their 
unused tickets. 

A road rationing scheme, such as the Israelis are using, would operate similarly. 
Vehicle owners would receive a ration of 1-day timer-tickets that would limit vehicle
days of use. Because the tickets would be open-dated, owners could decide when to use 
t.11.eir tickets or t.1.ey could decide to sell t."lem. 

All the systems discussed have their advantages and disadvantages. The point is 
that timer-tickets would make them all administratively simple and thereby more likely 
to succeed. 



PARKING TAXES AS ROADWAY PRICES: 
A CASE STUDY OF THE SAN FRANCISCO EXPERIENCE 
Damian Kulash, The Urban Institute, Washington, D.C. 

This paper analyzes the effects of a 25 percent parking tax in San Fran
cisco from October 1, 1970, to June 30, 1972. It develops parking price 
elasticity estimates for various types of parking facilities . Commuters 
were more sensitive to price changes than were shoppers, but the overall 
effect on the number of parking stall occupancies was slight. The effect 
on parking lot profitability was severe. The parking tax also had little 
influence on congestion, air pollution, and energy consumption. Down
town businesses other than parking lots were not harmed by the tax. 

•ON OCTOBER 1, 1970, a 25 percent tax on parking went into effect in San Francisco. 
It was the largest cityWide jump in parking prices ever experienced in the United States. 
All parking with the exception of residential, hotel, and metered parking was subject 
to the tax. The San Francisco parking tax was instituted not because of concern about 
traffic congestion, air pollution, or energy consumption but because the city and 
county of San Francisco needed revenue. A parking tax provided a convenient way of 
raising it. It was introduced in a package with a utility tax and a gross receipts tax. 
These were expected to raise $15 million for the city. One-third was expected to 
come from the parking tax. 

The parking tax generated the amount anticipated-$5.5 million per year. An in
crease of 27 cents on the 1970-71 tax rate of $12.82 would have been required to raise 
the same funds. The tax was for all parking operations throughout the city and county, 
except residential and metered parking. Metered parking was exempt because of the 
difficulties in refitting meters for odd rates. Residential parking facilities that were 
rented to tenants were also exempt. Parking station operators were responsible for 
collecting the tax and paying it to the government. Exemptions were later added for 
hotel guests and long-term storage by military personnel. 

Support for the tax came from persons who wanted to avoid raising the personal 
property tax and from environmental groups who wanted to reduce the role of the auto
mobile downtown . They argued that the tax would cause commuters to shift from auto
mobiles to public transportation and would have little effect on shoppers; thus it would 
reduce traffic-related problems without damaging the economic life of downtown San 
Francisco. 

Opposition to the tax came from parking operators who argued that the tax was ex
cessive and put unfair hardships on the industry; from downtown merchants and busi
nessmen who were concerned that retail activity would be reduced in the central busi
ness district (CBD); from citizens who were without ways other than the car for getting 
to work; and from doctors, lawyers, and other professional people whose offices were 
in the taxed area. In spite of these objections , the San Francisco Board of Supervisors 
voted to institute the tax, though some supervisors stated that they would reconsider 
their position as the effects of the tax became clear. On August 28, 1970, Mayor 
Joseph L. Alioto signed the tax package into law, noting: 

Both the Supervisors and the Mayor are well aware of specific defects pointed out by critics 
of these new taxes. However, the significant thing is that these same critics offer no substitute 
whatever, despite the fact that San Francisco has the most narrow tax base of any big city in 
the entire country. In my conferences with the business community and other critics of the 
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new tax package, it finally became clear that they really advocated saddling all increased 
government11I costs onto the already ovcrburdoned property taxpayer. That approach we 
must reject, sim.ply as a matter of fairness and equity. The property taxpayer cannot 
continue to be the only source for increased revenue. 

On October 1, 1970, the parking tax went into effect. This paper will describe its 
effects on the parking industry, on traffic generally, and on the downtown area. Be
cause it is a study after the fact, it is limited by the availability of data. Furthermore, 
these data permit a variety of interpretations because of other changes in transporta
tion. Particularly significant was that construction on the Bay Area Rapid Transit 
(BART) System hindered traffic flow on Market street and in some areas around it. 
This construction interfered with automobile, bus, and trolley travel. Otl1er transport 
changes that may have had a bearing on the experience are 

1. The San Francisco Mwiicipal Railway (MUNI) fare increases from 15 to 20 cents 
on June 30, 1969, and from 20 to 25 cents on August 31, 1970; 

2. The passenger ferry service between San Francisco and Sausalito that began on 
August 15, 1970; and 

3. The increased transit service and patronage when Golden Gate Transit replaced 
Greyhound as the bus line from the Marin County corridor on January 3, 1972. 

These developments, except the MUNI fare increase, which occurred 1 month be
fore the parking tax took effect, increased the attractiveness of public transportation 
and may account for changes in travel behavior that appear to have resulted from the 
parking tax. 

The 25 percent tax was eventually lowered to 10 percent effective July 1, 1972, be
cause of opposition from affected individuals and business interests. The 25 percent 
tax had been in force for 21 months; the 10 percent tax is in force now. 

EFFECT ON PARKING 

Data given in Table 1 on parking in downtown San Francisco in 1966 indicate that 
equal quantities of lot and garage parking were available (1). Off-street parking pro
vided nearly 50,000 spaces in San Francisco and on-streetpa.rking just over 11,000, 
most of which was for short-term use. Not all of the off-street parking was open to 
the general public; 20 percent of it, mostly in lots was 1·eserved for private purposes 
such as employee parking. 

Garages tend to be located in central areas and command higher rates than lots. 
The city and ounty of San Francisco are heavily involved in this high- l·ent segment of 
the parking market , owning about half of the garage parking in downtown. There is 
considerable variation in parking rates and use patterns. The highest rates are 
charged in the financial district and on the northwest side of the retail district. In 
1965 these rates were about $2.00 per day compared to 25 cents per day in lots near 
the Central Skyway (!). Parking properties also vai·y greatly in the tfl)es of trips they 
serve. The parking study reported that 9 percent of all vehicle-trips to the area were 
shopping tdps, although it has been claimed that as many as 90 percent of the parkers 
in some garages are shoppers . Jt is misleading to speak of a single parking industry 
in San Francisco. Operations differ markedly in the rates they charge and the types 
of traffic they attract. Reports concerning the effects of the parking tax on parking 
operations therefore were varied. 

MunicipaLGaxages 

Although construction financing for municipal garages often comes from private 
sources, the properties are operated under agreements with the city and county govern
ments . Because these operations are public, they have the most complete data for 
past patronage and revenues. And because rates at mWlicipal garages are fixed by 
the city and county governments they reflect only those price changes from the tax. 
Operators not bound by t hese 1·ate controls frequently lowered their base rates and ab
sorbed part of the tax themselves in order to lower patronage losses. 



Table 1. Parking in downtown San Francisco, 
1966. Type 

Off- street parking 
Public lots 
Public garages 
Private lots 
Private garages 

On-street parking 
Metered 
Unmetered 

Total 

Number ol 
Automobiles 

18,612 
21,558 

7,774 
1,670 

4,951 
6,221 

60,786 

Table 2. Parking price elasticities for municipal properties. 

Automobiles Parked 

Property 1969-70 

Civic Center Auto Park 121,599 
Civic Center Plaza Garage 423,243 
Ellis-O'Farrell Garage 446,826 
Fifth and Mission Garage 1,195,467 
Golden Gateway Garage 366,605 
Japanese Cultural Center Garage 135,247 
Marshall Square Parking Plaza 54,298 
Mission-Bartlett Parking Plaza 217,200 
Portsmouth Square Garage 598,187 
St. Mary's Square Garage 419,132 
Seventh and Harrison Parking Plaza 149,484 
Sutter-Stockton Garage 743,538 
Union Square Garage 890,195 

Total 5,761,021 

"Secular trend extracted 

Table 3. Parking price elasticities by type of 
garage. 

1970-71 

123,132 
438,662 
450,905 

1,266,244 
340,260 
122,570 

49,998 
190,309 
603,896 
361,311 
101,143 
779,123 
855,582 

5,683,135 

Fiscal 
Year 

1970-71 
1971-72 
1970-71 
1971-72 

1970-71 
(adjusted) 1971-72 

123,642 103,842 
443,797 428,791 
452,263 455,108 

1,289,813 1,214,386 
331,487 366,934 
118,349 155,106 

48,566 44,697 
181,354 185,943 
605,530 623,969 
352,056 333,497 

85,045 101,753 
790,972 792,520 
844,055 873, 038 

5,666,929 5,679,584 

Basis of Estimate 

Automobiles parked 
Automobiles parked 
Gross income 
Gross income 

27 

Elasticity" 

1969-70 to 1969-70 to 
1970-71 1971-72 

-0.05 -0.96 
0.09 -0.19 

-0.07 -0.17 
0.02 -0.18 

-0.58 -0 .24 
-0.72 0.36 
-0.62 -1.12 
-0.93 -0.94 
-0.07 -0.06 
-0.91 -1.27 
-2.65 -1.97 
0.15 0.03 

-0.36 -0.34 

- 0.20 -0.31 

Parking Price Elasticity 

Commuter Shopper 
Garages Garages 

-0.27 -0.08 
-0.26 -0.25 
-1.50 -1.23 
-1.29 -1.22 

Table 4. Parking price elasticities during price 
reductions. 

Parking Price Elasticity" 

Basis of Estimate 

Automobiles parked 
Gross income 

Commuter 
Garages 

-0.91 
-2.19 

Shopper 
Garages 

-0.23 
-1.45 

.. Fiscal year 1972-73 compared to fiscal year 1971-72. 

All 
Garages 

-0.38 
-1.63 
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During the 6-year period before the parking tax, the gross income of city garages 
rose by 33 percent and the number of autos parked rose by 18 percent. These corre
spond to annual growth rates of 4.9 percent for gross incomes and 2.8 percent for the 
number of autos parked. 

Parking price elasticities have been computed for each of the municipal garages by 
using secular growth factors. The results, given in Table 2 (12, App.) indicate a 
wide variation among properties. Because of this variation, the discussion will center 
on averages for various parts of the parking industry to avoid fluctuation at the indi
vidual property level. Parking price elasticities based on the number of automobiles 
parked for total municipal properties are -0.20 for fiscal year 1970 to 1971 and -0.31 
for fiscal year 1971 to 1972. These values are close to those observed during large
scale parking price changes in other areas ~). They support the idea that parking de
mand is inelastic and that only drastic parking price increases will create a sizable 
reduction in parking traffic. Revenues and profits, however, were found to be very 
sensitive to price changes. 

If parking demand really is inelastic, it certainly would be profitable for parking 
operators to make substantial rate increases oi their own. But parking space rental 
is a unique service-it can be purchased in quantities from several minutes to an en
tire day or more; and the price per unit varies with the quantity purchased. Parking 
rate increases can cause 2 types of reaction: discontinuing use of the service or 
shifting to a cheaper facility or a shorter term of occupancy. 

Net revenues (revenues minus the parking tax) are good for determining occupancy 
patterns for municipal garages because the relationship between net revenues and 
duration of occupancy remained fixed for these garages during the study period. The 
average net revenues per parked car dropped during the period of the 25 percent tax 
and then rose again when the tax was lowered to 10 percent at the start of fiscal year 
1972-73. The drop in net revenues could be because of a decrease in long-term park
ing relative to short-term parking; for example, a greater reduction in commuter 
parking than in shopping and other short-term parking. 

Prices were assumed to rise by 25 percent , the amount of the tax. But, because of 
shifts in the types of parking, the average price for parking fell slightly, even though 
rates rose. Thus a very different set of elasticity estimates results from computations 
based on revenues or gross incomes. Revenue-based parking price elasticities are 
n-1.44 for fiscal year 1970 to 1971 and 17-1.63 for fiscal year 1971 to 1972. These 
estimates, then, indicate that the parking market is in an elastic range, a finding in 
agreement with observed behavior. 

When 2 diffe.ri:mt approaches to estimating parking price elasticities yield differ 
ent results , a single elasticity measure is too simple an index to describe the changes 
that result from parking price changes. Discrepancies might be reduced by analyzing 
separately the behavior of commuters , shoppers , and other groups of parkers. But 
this study is severely limited in this area because it was done after the fact. 

One step that was possible was separating garages whose patrons are commuters 
from garages whose patrons are shoppers. This was done by using the observations 
of parking personnel and an index of stall turnover. Parking price elasticities were 
computed on this basis; the results are given in Table 3. Shopper facilities show 
lower price elasticities in all cases than do commuter garages . However, there is 
still a large difference between elasticities based on the number of automobiles 
parked and those based on the gross income of parking facilities . 

When the parking tax in San Francisco was reduced from 25 to 10 percent in July 
1972, it was possible to examine changes resulting from prices being lowered. 

-----~·las c y est mates were- comput --ror--tlre-p1~1ce-dro , di:he-results--given-in-tpable--
4, follow the same pattern as that of the previous findings . And, the gap between 
commuter and shopper elasticities is even wider than that observed during the price 
increase. These facts indicate that commuters were more likely to discontinue park-
ing in municipal properties than were shoppers. A breakdown of parking by trip pur-
pose and by duration of stall occupancy should be made if similar parking price changes 
are enacted elsewhere to gain a deeper understanding. of traveler behavior. 
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Other Parking Operations 

Municipal parking properties, which comprise mostly garages near key retail and 
employment concentrations represent a choice segment of the parking industry. Data 
on the rest of the parking industry in San Francisco are limited. In response to a 
request by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, several parking operators fur
nished statements of revenues from parking operations before and after the tax. The 
properties accounted for about 20 percent of nonmunicipal garage operations in San 
Francisco and had revenue-based elasticities of -1.66 to -0. 78 with a median of -0.97. 
These estimates are less elastic than those for municipal garages. One reason could 
be rate cutting, which would cause estimates of elasticities to be lower (in absolute 
value) than true values. Lots located several blocks away from areas of high activity 
showed the most elastic response. Analysis of all commercial operations is compli
cated by rate cutting, frequent lot openings and closings, and data limitations. 

The simple elasticity computations made here assume that prices rose by the 
amount of the tax. Some operators, in an effort to keep revenues as large as possible 
after the tax, lowered their rates and absorbed part of the tax themselves. A few of 
these, though, had raised rates before the tax to recoup some of their future losses. 
In these cases, rate cutting is deceptive because rates had been unusually high. 
Fringe lots and lots located within walking range, but some distance from the CBD, 
appear to have cut rates the most; central garages, the least. 

Many parking lots, especially low-rent ones, require very little capital investment 
over the costs of acquiring the land; and often the land is leased. Some operations 
exploit conditions such as short-term land vacancy before a planned building is con
structed or a temporary change in zoning restrictions. These factors and changing 
demand patterns make low-rent parking a business where lot openings and closings 
are common. It is difficult, therefore, to make comparisons at different times. 

The flexibility in rates and the opening and closing of lots create a need for a large 
volume of operating data on rates, occupancy, and revenues. Some data were avail
able from parking operators in material sent to the Board of Supervisors. Obtaining 
additional information is difficult. For the most part, parking operators claim that 
detailed information for a period 2 or 3 years ago does not now exist. 

Even if rate cutting is ignored, lots showed more elasticity than garages. If better 
rate-cutting information were available and estimates were revised accordingly, the 
differences would be even larger. Ten self-park lots operated by Savoy Auto Parks 
and Garages, Inc., showed a revenue-based elasticity of -1. 72. Eight lots operated 
by S. E. Onarato Garages showed -2.23. Statistics on the number of automobiles 
parked in 30 lots and garages operated by Metropolitan Parking Corporations showed 
elasticity of -0.82-much more elastic than patronage-based estimates for garages. 
The greater price elasticity in lot operations derives from the location of facilities, 
not the types of facilities. 

FINANCIAL EFFECT 

Parking space rental is only part of the parking industry. Other services such as 
car washes and minor repair and maintenance work are offered. The downward trend 
in parking volumes and a shift to shorter parking created a decline in the demand for 
these extra services. Numerous parking operations reported reductions in the number 
of persons they employed following the tax. The union representing parking lot em
ployees claimed that their membership fell by 22 percent because of the tax. 

The revenue data for the years before and after the tax indicate that the effect on 
the industry was severe. A typical parking price elasticity based on these data is 
about -1.6, which indicates a 13 percent per year loss of gross revenue. Of this, 5 
percent represents a loss of the usual growth in annual gross revenues and 8 percent 
represents a decline in gross revenues over the previous year. Thus a typical oper
ator would make only 92 percent of what was made before the tax was instituted. After 
the tax was deducted, only 69 percent of the former net income would be left. This is 
36 percent lower than what would have been expected without a parking tax. 
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EFFECT ON TRAFFIC 

Transportation agency official:; aud liusiuessmen in the San Francisco area agree 
that the parking tax had no noticeable effect on traffic. This is hardly surprising
automobile-based elasticity estimates indicate that a 25 percent parking price increase 
would reduce by 10 percent the number of vehicles parked at off-street, priced facil
ities. This represents 2 percent of the vehicular traffic in San Francisco. But, this 
reduction would be difficult to observe because vehicle-miles of travel on urban streets 
across the country increased by 74 percent from 1960 to 1970 (3, p. 20). At this rate 
of growth, the price elasticities demonstrated in San Francisco-indicate that a parking 
tax of 100 percent would offset just 1 year's expansion in vehicle-miles of travel. 
But, because commuting parkers showed greater elasticity than shoppers , traffic re
ductions during peak hours would be noticeably larger. Furthermore, most paid park
ing is in the CBD, so that most of the traffic reduction from the tax would be in the 
congested downtown areas. 

Statistics on annual traffic across the Golden Gate Br idge, which carries 1 out of 
every G vehicles entering San Francisco (j, Table 3 .1) , a r c shown in Figm·e 1 (§). 
They indicate a rise in bridge traffic in 1968 followed by a decline in 1969. The follow
ing 3 years show a similar decline in growth. Changes in the parking tax did not 
appear to create any noticeable changes in annual bridge traffic . The slower growth 
in traffic during the tax began almost 2 years before the tax. The timing of the slow
down and the lack of change when the tax was imposed and later reduced suggest that 
the parking tax was not the cause of the slump in traffic growth. Construction on the 
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system caused some traffic disturbances during this 
period, and substantial improvements were made in transit services to the Golden Gate 
Bridge corridor. The decline in growth of annual bridge traffic which began in 1968 
may have resulted from these factors rather than the parking tax. 

A reduction in peak-hour traffic was noted on the Golden Gate Bridge after the first 
month of the tax, according to the general manager's report (~, p, 4): 

October traffic figures showed an increase of only 1.6 percent over the same period the 
previous year. We also note that the average number of vehicles during the 3-hour morning 
commute period was 16,194 cars. Had the same increase occurred that had prevailed from 
1958-1968, this average number would have been expected to be 17,337. 

It is difficult to be sure what has accounted for this reduction in the rate of growth for 
all traffic for the month of October and also for the morning commute hours, but we 
believe the main reasons to be : 

1. The increase in parking rates in San Francisco. 
2. The general slow-down in business activities. 
3. The increased numbers now riding the Sausalito and Tiburon Ferries, particularly 

during the commute hours . 

Peak-period traffic across the Golden Gate Bridge has remained roughly constant 
since the parking tax went into effect. If this were due solely to the parking tax, it 
would indicate that the effect of the tax on traffic volumes during commute hours was 
much greater than at other times of day. However, there were 2 significant changes 
in transit service during this period that throw doubt on the importance of the parking 
tax in halting peak-period bridge traffic growth. The first drop in peak traffic corre
sponds to the institution of the tax and to the establishment of the Sausalito and Tiburon 
ferry service. The second drop corresponds to a reduction in the parking tax as well 
as the takeover of bridge bus operations by Golden Gate Bus Transit. The bus take-

-----ov~ dded-1,-500-p~sseug..ers-pe · day--dw.mig-commute-hours.,_ac.c.awiting_fo ucl .o _ _ _ 
the drop in peak-period vehicles per day that occurred between 1971 and 1972 (7, p. 4). 

It is impossible to isolate the effect of the parking tax from the effect of transit 
service improvements , but their combined effects have a distinct pattern: Overall 
bridge traffic continued to grow and peak-period traffic growth stopped. Because 
transit services in the Golden Gate Bridge corridor are commuter operations, their 
effect on peak-period traffic would be greater than on other traffic. Whether the park
ing tax exerted an equally strong influence on peak-hour travel remains wianswered. 



Figure 1. Trend in Golden Gate Bridge traffic, 1958 to 1972. 
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The impression that the tax had no noticeable effect on traffic volumes appears to be 
accurate. Overall daily vehicular traffic on the Golden Gate Bridge continuedto grow, 
bringing with it increases in fuel consumption and pollution. Peak-period congestion 
held constant, but mostly because new transit services absorbed the growth in peak
hour automobile use. The 25 percent parking tax appears to have slowed, but not re
versed, the growth trend in automobile use in San Francisco. 

EFFECT ON DOWNTOWN BUSINESS 

A number of downtown retail establishments and professional offices in San Fran
cisco complained that the parking tax was harmful to business (!!). However, in letters 
to the Board of Supervisors asking that the tax be reduced, officers of downtown stores 
argued their point indirectly by referring to lower patronage in neighboring garages, 
by pointing to differences in suburban versus city sales statistics, and by simply 
claiming that the tax was harmful. Store managers were reluctant to quote actual 
dollar sales volumes before and after the tax. Jn some cases they admitted that these 
had increased. 

Because of inflation, the number of sales transactions may be a better indicator of 
retail activity than dollar volume. Only 1 store reported statistics on the number of 
transactions and the average amount of each sale. That store experienced a 9.5 per
cent drop in transactions and an 11 .6 percent increase in the average sale following the 
imposition of the tax (between January 1 to October 30, 1970 and January 1 to October 
30, 1971) . The net growth of about 2 percent that it experienced is probably more 
than offset by inflation, but it is dCJubtful that this experience is typical of downtown 
business generally. 

Sales statistics show that total retail sales, excluding automotive expenditures, for 
only the city, declined in 1969, the year before the tax. They stabilized at the 1969 
level and are at that level now. The San Francisco metropolitan area as a whole also 
showed a drop in retail sales in 1969, but returned to a normal growth pattern after 
that. City retail sales showed no improvement in 1972 even though the tax was re
duced in June 1972. 

Department store sales are a good indicator for determining whether the parking 
tax influenced downtown sales. Unlike food and drug stores, department stores are 
apt to draw customers who pay for parking. Logically, this segment of overall retail 
sales would be expected to be sensitive to a parking tax. Again statistics show the 
city and county of San Francisco had a substantial decrease in growth during the first 
9 months of the tax~) , while the remainder of the metropolitan area enjoyed steady 
growth. By mid-1971, the downward effect seems to have been overcome, and sales 
were at a record high in the city during the Christmas season. Paradoxically, de
partment store sales fell from their usual pattern when the tax was lowered to 10 
percent in July 1972 . This pattern suggests that downtown San Francisco has indeed 
been having trouble keeping pace with department store sales growth in the suburbs, 
but the timing of the sales declines does not indicate that the parking tax is a major 
cause for the lack of downtown success. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

For almost 2 years beginning in October 1970, the city and county of San Francisco 
imposed a 25 percent tax on parking within its jurisdiction. This step was taken pri
marily to raise revenue for San Francisco. This tax was the most stringent, areawide 
economic control ever placed on automobile usage , and the experience gained may con-

-----+m:n--les s ous-for-other-areas-that~are-eonside-i·ing-simila-r-poHeies-te-eonserve·-fuel"", ---
reduce congestion, or improve air quality. 

The San Francisco experience highlights 2 themes that are central to contemporary 
transportation problems. One is the extreme popularity of automobile transportation
the love affair between the American and the automobile. The other is the growing 
disillusionment with the side effects of the highway explosion-concern about air pollu
tion, energy conservation, land use, congestion, and urban aesthetics. The 2 themes 
are partly in conflict because controlling the side effects of automobile use implies 
controlling the use itself. 
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If public attachment to the automobile is strong, then it is unlikely that transporta
tion controls such as parking taxes would diminish undesirable side effects, but they 
would generate substantial revenues. On the other hand, if the attachment to the auto 
is weak, imposing a parking tax would discourage traffic and reduce the unwanted 
effects of automobile use. At first glance, then, a parking tax would appear to yield 
either tax revenues or desirable relief from the unpleasant automobile side effects, 
and possibly both. The surprising moral of the San Francisco experience is that a 
narrowly conceived parking tax will do neither. Overall, San Francisco's 25 percent 
parking tax served to reduce traffic levels by the equivalent of about 3 months of nor
mal growth, and the revenues paid to the government were more than offset by parking 
operator losses. 

Most available information on areawide parking price changes has shown that the 
level of demand for parking is inelastic-a large price change results in a small re
duction in the number of vehicles parked. Examination of vehicle parking counts in 
San Francisco supports this conclusion. An overall price elasticity of about -0.3 was 
found to be consistent with observed behavior. 

On the other hand, estimating parking price elasticity on the basis of the change in 
gross revenues suggested that the market was more elastic, where an increase in 
price was offset by a drop in dollar sales volume. A revenue elasticity of about -1. 6 
was estimated on the basis of the revenue change. 

The incompatibility between these 2 sets of estimates has been explained by a shift 
in the mix of parking before and after the tax. Statistics on net parking fees and a 
comparison of garages catering predominantly to shoppers and commuters indicate that 
after the tax there was a sizable decline in long-term parking relative to short-term 
parking. Commuters, more than shoppers, shifted to new travel patterns to avoid the 
increased parking fees. This pattern, together with the fact that parking operations 
are concentrated near the CBD, suggests that traffic conditions at the most congested 
times and places may have benefited the most from the imposition of the tax, but 
there are no traffic data available to support or rebut this. 

The tax had little effect on traffic in the city as a whole. At most, the reduction of 
vehicles in San Francisco was 2 percent Because the annual growth in urban automo
bile usage has been nearly 8 percent over the last decade, the contribution of the tax 
toward solving congestion, air pollution, and fuel conservation problems would be 
swallowed up by 3 months of normal growth. 

If the behavior observed in response to a 25 percent tax can be taken as an indica
tion of what would happen if a 100 percent tax were imposed, then such policies are 
not effective instruments for alleviating pollution and energy problems. Parking 
charges would have to be doubled each year just to preserve the status quo. 

The effect of the parking tax on the level of downtown retail activity also was mini
mal. Other than the parking industry, downtown business continued with no noticeable 
disturbance. 

The only sizable effect of the tax was on the parking industry itself, where it dealt 
a major blow to profits. Gross revenues were estimated to be 36 percent below the 
level projected under normal growth, and 31 percent under those observed the year 
before the tax. These losses exceeded the revenues that the city and county govern
ments collected from the tax. Had parking operators in San Francisco been fully 
compensated from tax receipts for the financial damage due to the tax, the tax would 
have caused a net loss of revenues for the city and county. This poses a serious 
question about the fairness of using a parking tax to control unpleasant effects of pri
vate automobile use, especially when taxes and surcharges larger than the San Fran
cisco tax are contemplated. 

That traffic did not respond to the San Francisco parking tax should not be surpris
ing because each paid off-street parking space in the city is used by about 2 cars a 
day. The entire commercial parking industry, comprising 50 ,000 spaces or 100,000 
daily occupancies, accounts for 200,000 one-way trips per day. Roughly 1 million 
vehicle-trips per day are made within San Francisco, so only 1 trip in 5 uses paid 
off-street parking. 
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The off- street parking industry is predominantly located within the downtown area. 
In a metropolitan area the size of San Francisco, less than 5 percent of all auto trips 
are made Lu ur frum the CBD (10, p. 97). AJ.1y ti·affic cont.1'01 di!'ected at the center· 
alone will have only a small effect on areawide traffic, air pollution, and energy use. 

If parking controls are to be used to combat problems of traffic congestion, air 
pollution, and fuel consumption, they need to be applied to a broader base than current 
paid parking operations. Controls on other forms of parking, notably on-street park
ing, could help to compensate off-street parking operators by maintaining the existing 
garage patronage levels while reducing overall automobile usage. However, controls 
on the high turnover on-street segment of the parking market might lead to a slowdown 
in downtown business activity. 

Perhaps a more promising avenue for reducing automobile-related problems lies 
in controlling employee parking. In the United States, an average of only 7 .3 percent 
of persons driving to work pay for parking. Seventy-five percent have parking pro
vided by employers and 12 percent park on the street (11, p. 90). Pricing or restrict
ing employee parking could contribute to reducing the undesirable side effects of auto
mobile use, because most work travel occurs when congestion is at its worst and when 
transit service is frequent and widespread. 

Parking controls, to be effective, need to be more broadly based than those in San 
Francisco. If parking prices are to be effective in altering travel behavior on a large 
scale, dramatic changes will be necessary in the supply of free parking and in the 
setting of prices. 
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